The second-generation of supersonic civil transport has to match ambitious targets in terms of noise reduction and efficiency to become economically and environmentally viable. High-fidelity numerical optimization offers a powerful approach to address the complex trade-offs intrinsic to this novel configuration. Past and current research has proven the potential of supersonic aircraft shape optimization but lacks deeper insight on final layouts. This work partially fills this gap by investigating RANS-based aerodynamic optimization for both supersonic, transonic and subsonic conditions. We perform single and multi-point optimization to minimize the drag over an ideal supersonic aircraft flight envelope and assess the influence of physical and numerical parameters on optimization accuracy and robustness. Leading and trailing edge morphing capabilities are introduced to improve the efficiency at transonic and subsonic flight speed by relaxing the trade-offs on clean shape optimization. Benefits in terms of drag reduction are quantified and benchmarked with fixed-edges results. We observe how the optimized airfoils outperform baseline reference shapes from a minimum of 4% up to 86% for different design cases and flight conditions. The study is then extended to the optimization of a planar, low-aspect-ratio, and low-sweep wing, using the same schematic approach of 2D analysis. We investigate the influence of wing twist alone and twist and shape on cruise performance, obtaining a drag reduction of 6% and 25% respectively as the optimizer copes with both viscosity and compressibility effects over the wing. Preliminary results for 3D multi-point optimization suggest that the proposed strategy enables a fast and effective design of highly-efficient wings, with drag reduction ranging from a minimum of 24% up to 74% for cruise at different speeds and altitudes. The benefits of RANS-based aerodynamic shape optimization to capture non-intuitive design trade-offs and offer deeper physical insight are ultimately discussed and quantified.
I. Introduction
Since the milestone first supersonic flight by Chuck Yeager on October 14, 1947 , supersonic aircraft technology has made enormous leaps forward. Flying faster than sound has become a standard routine in the military environment, with high performance aircraft such as the SR-71, able to operate at Mach 3, and 5 th generation fighters like the F-22, specifically designed with supercruise capability. Conversely, civil supersonic transport (SST) does not have any current applications. The Concorde, retired from service in 2003, used an advanced technology that was however no longer economically and environmentally sustainable by the time of its decommissioning. Technological limitations and related economic issues have prevented the establishment of a new generation of supersonic aircraft so far, as: "In today's energy-conscious world, [the fuel consumption] constraint can be as much a barrier to high-speed flight as the sound barrier was once envisaged"(Anderson [1] ).
Sonic-boom reduction and flight efficiency improvement are referenced as major issues in the design of the next generation of SST. These engineering challenges are directly related to both environmental concerns and operating costs. Reducing supersonic cruise fuel burn is a complex design problem that has to be addressed while also taking into account the impact of off-design, low-speed flight segments on the overall fuel consumption. Furthermore, current regulations forbid supersonic flight overland due to the damage and discomfort caused by sonic-boom at ground level. This implies that novel designs have to consider both noise reduction strategies and, more realistically in the short term, aerodynamic trade-offs to reduce drag penalty when flying at transonic regimes over populated areas. On the one hand, innovative technologies are being tested. Separate studies by NASA [2] and JAXA [3] have focused on the boom signature reduction with experimental campaigns on their scaled models. In terms of drag-reduction, natural laminar flow (NLF) technology has shown promising results [4, 5, 6] . On the other hand, multidisciplinary (MDO) and aerodynamic shape optimization (ASO) techniques offer a powerful and possibly essential approach to design an efficient supersonic aircraft [7] . Numerical optimization strategies are nowadays well-established in academia and industry. Skinner and Zare-Behtash [8] give a comprehensive review on the state-of-the-art of ASO methodologies and frameworks, reporting numerous applications to subsonic and transonic aircraft. However, supersonic aircraft configurations have not been investigated with comparable effort in recent years, lacking especially in insight on both physics and numerical modelling influence on optimal design. With this work we aim to reverse this trend by thoroughly investigating the drag minimization problem for lifting surfaces, as first step of a further full-configuration and multidisciplinary analysis.
The brief literature review presented in Sec. II, while proving the interest of the research community and underlining the remarkable results obtained so far, highlights a gap in literature on high-fidelity ASO applied to supersonic aircraft. To the authors best knowledge, there are not any publicly available works that focus on RANS-based aerodynamic optimization of SST design concepts with state-of-the-art tools, including multipoint strategies and edges deflection, and considering both the relatively simplified 2D wing section and the full wing case study. The present study proposes to investigate this research niche by using University of Michigan's multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) of aircraft configurations with high fidelity (MACH) framework [9] , which can efficiently perform gradient-based optimization based on Navier-Stokes equations with a turbulence model. With this tool, we are able to overcome modelling limitations and computational cost concerns that have apparently prevented the extensive application of this methodology so far. In particular, the possibility to include the boundary layer and more in general viscous effects play a key role in overall accuracy. Moreover, the relevance of viscous drag and boundary layer-shock interactions increases when subsonic and transonic flight conditions are taken into account. In this sense, the advantages of using a viscid solver for subsonic and transonic ASO problems have been highlighted by previous works [9, 10, 11] .
In this work, we solely focus on the drag reduction problem, leaving considerations on noise signature reduction and the development of necessary sensitivities to further studies. We initially investigate the influence of different flight conditions and shape variables distribution on the optimal supersonic shape. The design space convexity is investigated by comparing multiple design cases starting from different initial baseline geometries. Initial single-point optimization is then extended to include transonic and subsonic flight segments. The baseline shape is optimized to minimize the average drag of all the given speed and altitude conditions, which were chosen to match a reference transatlantic flight path. The benefits in terms of drag reduction of gap-less leading and trailing edge deflections at off-design conditions are assessed and compared to clean 2D optimization, while at the same time ensuring that the optimal solution satisfies volume (or cross-sectional area), thickness, lift and trim requirements. Following that, we extend the study to a planar wing modelled on the Aerion AS2 [12] prototype planform. We include a set of spanwise deformation variables to allow the optimizer to manipulate wing twist, together with an additional constraint on bending moment to maintain structural feasibility of the final layout. Following the same approach of the 2D problem, we first investigate the minimum drag shape for supersonic regime only and then include multiple flight conditions and morphing capabilities in the optimization problem. This study addresses a more insightful comprehension of the physical and numerical parameters that influence airfoil and wing optimization accuracy and robustness. We ultimately aim to provide useful data and information to foster the application of this strategy on more complex design problems and concurrently provide a consistent dataset for benchmark future implementation of high-fidelity aerodynamic optimization tools for supersonic and subsonic regimes.
An overview of previous works on supersonic aerodynamic optimization is provided in Sec. II. In Section III we present the tools used for this study, while Section IV summarizes the details of the optimization problem we investigate. Results for both 2D and 3D case studies are critically illustrated in Section V and finally summarized in Section VI, together with brief considerations on prospective work.
II. Historical Background
The development of analytical models based on linear flow theory by Von Karman [13] , Munk [14] and Tsien [15] has fostered the research on supersonic aerodynamic performance since the 1950s. With the advent of numerical optimization, Hicks and Henne [16] applied their novel ASO approach to the design of a supersonic airfoil, highlighting how, despite the good approximation, theory could not predict more complex compressibility and viscosity effects, even for simplified cases. Reuther et Al. [17, 18, 19] first used Euler-equations-based optimization strategies to improve the L/D of an SST configuration considering nonlinear aerodynamic effects, using adjoint-method approach from control theory [20] and parallel computing to reduce computational cost. The inviscid drag of a generic SST configuration was reduced by up to 8% by solely optimizing wing sections shape and local twist [19] . Similar approach was also used by Kim et Al. [21] , who obtained comparable results for a wing-body-nacelle configuration. A concurrent study by Cliff et Al. [22] investigated the benefits of considering multiple flight conditions for SST design optimization, using inviscid gradient-based ASO tools developed under NASA's high-speed research programme. They demonstrated how simultaneous multipoint optimization could improve the performance of a highly constrained configuration at all design conditions, with better results than a sequential shape and trim optimization.
In the late 90s European industry and academia exploited the potential of multipoint [23, 24, 25, 26] and multidisciplinary [27] optimization strategies to reduce supersonic aircraft drag at high and low speed, showing however limits in terms of framework efficiency and accuracy. The aim was to obtain better insight at conceptual and preliminary design level: viscous effects were neglected or approximated and few variables were taken into account due to expensive sensitivities calculation methods implemented. More advanced MDO tools have been developed to perform consistent mission optimization of different SST configurations [28, 29, 30] . Considering the aerodynamic analysis modules implemented in these frameworks, inviscid CFD tools were used for cruise condition only, with viscous effects and performance at off-design conditions estimated by analytical and semi-empirical approaches. CFD computational cost and the weakness of mesh perturbation modules prevented a wider application of high-fidelity approaches. Global optimization was performed with gradient-free approaches to avoid additional complexity given by coupled disciplines sensitivities.
The use of genetic and evolutionary algorithms for supersonic ASO has been studied by Sasaki and his colleagues [31, 32] , who were able to explore a large design space and obtain a design that outperformed a traditionally developed supersonic wing. This approach allows to better identify design trade-offs and define reasonable Pareto solutions, at the cost however of an elevated number of expensive CFD analyses. A comparative study with gradientbased algorithms [33] applied to supersonic wings underlined benefits and drawbacks of the two strategies, remarking the efficiency of adjoint method to compute sensitivities but at the same time the potential risk to incur in local minima when exploring complex design spaces. Gradient-free methods that use surrogate models have a reduced computational cost, achieved however by means of high-fidelity data approximation. Kim et Al. [34] performed a multipoint aeroelastic optimization for a supersonic fighter wing using a response surface model to approximate aerostructural coupling effects, while Seto [35] exploited the efficiency and explorative design capabilities of an MDO tool using Kriging based multi-objective genetic algorithm.
The excessive cost of gradient-free methods to perform high-fidelity aerodynamic shape optimization, especially when the problem is extended to a high number of design variables, limits the application of these algorithms to lowfidelity analyses. Gradient-based optimization conversely provides an accurate and efficient approach to ASO and has been profitably applied to a range of studies on subsonic and transonic aircraft (refer to [8] , Sec.3, for examples). Chernukhin and Zingg [36] among others addressed the challenge given by the possible presence of local minima in the design space and demonstrated the advantages of this approach. Notable applications of gradient-based algorithms to SST optimization, after the previously mentioned works by Reuther et Al., are given by Martins et Al. [37] , who performed aerostructural optimization of a supersonic business jet (SSBJ) by successfully implementing coupled aerodynamic and structural adjoint equations to calculate sensitivities, further showing how computational cost is nearly independent from the number of design variables with this approach. The pure aerodynamic optimization of a basic SBJJ configuration resulted in an overall inviscid drag reduction of 5.8% at Mach 1.5 thanks to spanwise lift redistribution, wing mounting angle of attack, and fuselage camber modifications. Jameson et Al. [38] were able to reduce the drag of an SBBJ configurations by minimizing weak shocks over the wing, using a continuous adjoint formulation for the optimization algorithm. However, they reported results below the expectations because of limitations in flow solver and parametrization scheme of a framework initially developed for transonic configurations, once more highlighting the relevance of sub-routines accuracy in the global framework performance. A comparable high-fidelity optimization strategy has been coupled to low-fidelity response-surface-based approaches by Choi et Al. [39] , who presented a conceptual and preliminary design tool that embedded an Euler-based adjoint optimization module as highest accuracy approach in a two-level multifidelity framework. They were able to further reduce the low-fidelity optimized configuration drag by 7.6%. Even if noise signature considerations are out of the scope of this work, it is worth mentioning that the adjoint method has been successfully applied to sonic-boom reduction studies [40, 41, 42] , further proving the potential of gradient-based optimization applied to SST configurations.
In the last decade, new MDO frameworks have been developed specifically for supersonic aircraft design. Kroo et Al. [43] presented an extensive NASA-funded study focused on multifidelity MDO approaches including model uncertainty. Promising results were shown in terms of computational cost reduction for conceptual design and mission optimization, however still lacking in aerodynamic analysis accuracy and robustness at high-fidelity level. As conceptual level MDO tools are more focused on an efficient integration of aircraft design sub-disciplines, aerodynamic analysis accuracy is often sacrificed for the benefit of computational cost [44] , with CFD tools used at a latter stage to validate final designs [45, 46] . Results show a relatively small error in terms of overall drag prediction. However, previously mentioned works show how high-fidelity optimization consistently improves a low-fidelity optimized configuration. More recent works by Kiyici and Aradag [47] and Sun and Howard [48] present a combination of literature-based models for aircraft sizing routine and aerodynamic analysis, do not include viscous effects in their tools.
The specific airfoil optimization problem has been generally included in the broader wing design, but few relevant works focused specifically on the 2D problem. After the already mentioned [16] , Pittman [49] extended the drag minimization study to lifting airfoils with a fully potential aerodynamic solver and using a linear interpolation of a given set of airfoils as parametrization scheme, showing promising but yet inaccurate results. Kroo et Al. [43] considered an airfoil optimization problem to benchmark different optimization strategies in their multifidelity MDO study, without however discussing the optimal shape performance. In recent years, Hu et Al. [50] applied the adjoint method to an inviscid CFD solver to optimize a Busemann-biplane wing section to reduce noise and drag with respect to a standard shape, while minimizing configuration specific flow hysteresis phenomena. Optimized airfoil show benefits with respect to a standard diamond shape, however friction drag penalty due to the additional wetted area is not taken into account. Suga and Yamazaki [51] used a similar test case to investigate uncertainty quantification, suggesting a more robust although expensive design strategy. Conversely, Lattarulo et Al. [52] optimized a NACA0012 airfoil at fixed angle of attack using a metaheuristic optimization algorithm and Hicks-Henne functions for shape deformation. Although main focus was on algorithm validation, a specific but relevant case study is presented, Authors also highlight the offset between Euler-based and RANS-based analysis, which supports the idea of performing supersonic ASO considering viscous phenomena. Kiyici and Selin [47] finally report an inviscid-CFD-based airfoil optimization with Hicks-Henne parametrization to verify their conceptual design tool, able to reduce the drag of a NACA 6-digit of more than 20% while maintaining the same C l . Final shape reportedly resembled a typical diamond shape wing section.
Considering the use of less conventional design solutions, the concept of a "morphing wing", more practically the implementation of slot-less and gap-less high lift devices on supersonic aircraft wings, has not been thoroughly investigated with modern high-fidelity tools. This technology is explicitly described as a solution to improve efficiency at low speeds in multiple patents [53, 54] . In addition to off-design L/D increase, control surfaces can also be used to limit the shift center of pressure between supersonic and subsonic flight regime, reducing detrimental aeroelastic effects on thin low-torsional-stiffness supersonic wings [55] . Varying wing camber at M 1 potentially allows to relax the aerodynamic trade-off between subsonic and supersonic performance on clean airfoil shape, with limited mechanical complexity if compared to variable-sweep-wing configuration. The absence of steps on the surface is meant to prevent the disruption of laminar flow on the wing. Preliminary transonic L/D improvement were estimated by more than 14% [25, 26] , subject however to uncertainties around flow solver accuracy. Relevant work on the topic was made by Kim et Al. [56] , who investigated transonic cruise performance improvement of an SST with 10 flaps equally distributed on wing trailing and leading edges. The analysis was limited by constraints on flow separation, enforced in the form of maximum Mach numbers over the wing surface, to not overcome Euler solver capabilities. Authors highlighted the potential design improvements of using a couple of inboard and outboard leading edge flaps, estimating a decrease in transonic drag of 17%. Neglecting viscous effects however poses a significant limitation to the analysis and suggests that more relevant and accurate results could be obtained by means of RANS-based ASO.
III. Methodology
To tackle the objectives proposed for this work we use a RANS-based CFD tool coupled with an adjoint solver to efficiently capture flow characteristics and its sensitivities at supersonic and subsonic speed, a robust geometry and mesh perturbation routine and an efficient gradient-based optimizer. These tools are part of MACH, a framework for MDO that has been proven capable of performing coupled aerodynamic and structural optimization taking into account aeroelastic deformations [57, 58] and improve the aerodynamic performance of both conventional [10, 59] and unconventional aircraft configurations [60, 61, 62] . For the ASO study hereby presented we use MACH's geometric manipulation (pyGeo) and mesh deformation modules (IDwarp), flow solver (ADflow) and numerical optimization algorithm (SNOPT).
Parametrization scheme
We choose Free-Form Deformation (FFD) approach to parametrize geometry. Sederberg and Scott [63] initially developed the methodology for computer-graphics applications and Kenway et Al. [64] implemented this strategy to perform shape modifications in MACH framework. The baseline geometry is initially embedded in a trivariate Bspline control volume. The coordinates are mapped with respect to a set of control points on the box outer boundary with a Newton search algorithm. Modifications made on the external surface of this box then implicitly affect the object inside the volume, as if inside a "flexible, rubber-like material" [64] . This approach is particularly compact and efficient because does not parametrize the shape itself but rather its deformation, also facilitating geometry sensitivity calculations. The assumption of constant topology does not limit the design space of the outer mold line (OML) of a single-element airfoil, or a wing more in general.
Mesh Deformation
Regenerating the mesh for CFD analysis during the iterative search for optimum would be an expensive procedure. For this reason, a mesh perturbation scheme is implemented in MACH. To reduce the overall computational cost while ensuring a high-quality warped mesh, we propagate surface deformations to volume grid at each design iteration with an inexact explicit interpolation algorithm based on inverse distance weighting method [65] . This strategy allows us to maintain grid elements orthogonality when the optimizer induces large shape changes on the initial mesh. Reversemode automatic differentiation is applied to the warping module to calculate volume nodes sensitivities with respect to surface deformation, as required for adjoint method. Grid updates have a computational cost in the order of 0.1% of a CFD solution [66] .
Flow solver
To perform aerodynamic analysis with high-fidelity we use a second-order finite volume solver named ADflow, developed from SUmb [67] . This tool supports multiblock structured overset meshes [68] and multigrid strategy to accelerate convergence. The solver initially uses fourth order Runge-Kutta or Diagonal Alternating Direction Implicit [69] to solve the steady state flowfield. A Newton-Krylov algorithm [70] further increase convergence speed once the residual drops below a certain user-defined threshold. Central differencing scheme is used for viscous fluxes discretization, while the turbulence model we select for this study is Spalart-Allmaras [71] .
ADflow includes an efficient adjoint solver to calculate flow sensitivities and reduce the overall computational cost of a gradient-based optimization. Mader et Al. [72] first developed an hybrid sensitivity analysis method that couples a selective automatic differentiation code with an adjoint method to efficiently calculate the required partial derivatives for the inviscid flowfield. Lyu et Al. [73] extended the methodology to RANS-equations, thus implementing the calculation of viscous and turbulence model sensitivities. ADflow uses GMRES algorithm [74] with parallel computing suite PETSc [75] to solve the system of adjoint equations.
Optimizer
Despite the relatively low number of design variables for the cases we present, we choose a gradient-based optimizer to efficiently search the optimum in the design space. Chernukhin and Zingg [36] suggest that 2D problem is unimodal for subsonic and transonic regime, thus obviating the need for a global optimizer. It is also shown that a gradient-based approach is more efficient than gradient-free algorithms when performing airfoil optimization with high-fidelity. It is reasonable to expect a convex design space for supersonic conditions as well, especially if viscous effects are taken into account. As for the higher-dimensional design space for wing optimization, the algorithm efficiency largely outcomes the risks of encounter a local minima [76, 36] , which is further ruled out or investigated running multiple cases starting from different initial geometries.
We use SNOPT [77] , a large-scale sparse nonlinear optimizer based on sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method, that has been already used for most of the previously mentioned studies using MACH and other independent works [78, 79] . As MACH is optimizer independent, we use pyOptSparse, based on pyOpt [80] , to connect SNOPT to the framework by means of a Python object-oriented interface.
IV. Problem Formulation
In this section we discuss our approach to the problem, including numerical approach and more practical tips. We first introduce the airfoils and wing planform we intend to optimize, including meshing approaches and expedients aimed at increasing optimization robustness. We further report the strategies used to assess mesh quality and flow solver accuracy in a following section, before introducing the design variables for both 2D and 3D problem and illustrating the morphing capabilities of the framework. Finally, design variables are presented and discussed, while the problem is summed up highlighting flight conditions, geometrical and performance constraints, finally summarizing the cases we report in this paper.
Baseline Geometry
The FFD scheme used in this study is, as its name suggests, a deformative parametrization approach. This implies that, in contrast to constructive schemes such as CST or B-splines, the initial geometry has a potential influence on the final shape [81] . To investigate this issue, we run our 2D optimization cases starting from multiple initial wing sections. This allows to assess the performance improvement relatively to a wide range of airfoils and at the same time to rule out the presence of local minima in the design space. Reference geometries are taken from NACA 4-digit and 6-digit families, together with conventional transonic airfoils such as RAE2822. A family of biconvex supersonic airfoils is generated using an old-fashioned but effective NACA notation from [82] , described below:
where the first digit is 1 or 2, indicating double-wedge or circular-arc baselines shapes respectively. The values into the brackets are in chord percentage, with thickness calculated from chord line. Note that upper and lower surface are parametrized separately, while camber line is implicitly defined.
The presence of sharp leading edges on the typical supersonic airfoil poses a challenge for the geometry deformation scheme. Control points displacement can sharpen a smooth round shape, but the reverse process is not guaranteed as the initial surface is not C 2 continuous. For this reason, all biconvex airfoils generated for this study present a small round edge to replace the ideally sharp leading edges. This way, the optimizer has the capability to manipulate leading edge radius without dealing with initial sharp curvatures.
As the CFD tool we use is a finite volume solver, input grid file has to be generated accordingly even for a 2D case. User-defined surface meshes with arbitrary chordwise point distribution are passed to pyHyp, a 3D hyperbolic grid generation scheme based on work by Chan and Steger [83] . We chose O-grid topology due to its reduced computational cost and superior robustness when manipulated, if compared to C-grids. An example baseline mesh for a supersonic airfoil is reported in Fig.1 (a), together with a detail of the above-mentioned thin rounded leading edge in Fig.1(b) . For the baseline wing, we define a relatively simple trapezoidal planform using as reference the currently (December 2018) available information on the Aerion AS2 [12] . We select the same NACA 2S-(40)(1.5)-(40)(1.5) airfoil from the 2D case study as wing section. Geometry data is reported in the following Tab. 1, while a snapshot of the mesh family used for 3D grid convergence study, discussed in the following section, is reported in Fig. 2 . Mesh quality in terms of discretization error is assessed using the methodology proposed by Roache [85] , as reported in [86] . A family of grids (L 0 , L 1 , L 2 , and L 3 ) is generated by uniformly coarsening the initial mesh along its chordwise and vertical direction. Given an objective functional f of interest, C d for our specific study, the order of convergence p of a mesh family is obtained with the following equation:
where the subscript indicates the mesh coarsening level and, given h a grid spacing measure, r =
= 2 for the uniform coarsening used for this study. To estimate the discretization error with respect with an ideal continuous mesh, we use Richardson's extrapolation method. It is defined as "a method for obtaining a higher-order estimate of the continuum value" [86] and is obtained with the equation below:
where f h=0 value is generally assumed to have an accuracy of p + 1 order.
We report an example of grid convergence study for our reference biconvex airfoil in Fig. 4 . We plot C d value against N − 2 3 -where N is the number of mesh elements -to assess the asymptotic behaviour of C d with mesh refinement. It is important to assess mesh quality at such different design conditions to ensure good accuracy of the multipoint optimization cases. To do so, we carefully tuned the chordwise elements distribution; ultimately, we select an elliptical distribution to refine the mesh close to the edges to better catch the shocks at supersonic and transonic regimes, while also better modelling wake and possible LE separation over sharp-nosed sections. For optimization purposes, we choose the L1 mesh (130K elements) for airfoils, focusing on accuracy, and L2 mesh (750K elements) for wing, looking for a compromise that takes into account computational cost. 
Design variables
Wing section shape manipulation and optimization is the backbone of this study: the optimizer has direct control on the local geometry deformation. The airfoil is embedded in a n × 2 × 2 (chordwise, vertical and spanwise direction respectively) FFD grid, while the wing is parametrized by a m × 2 × 4, with equally spaced spanwise stations. n and m are arbitrary chosen numbers, with the chordwise distribution being tuned to maximise geometry deformation capabilities. Control points are solely displaced along the vertical direction. For airfoil optimization, spanwise symmetry is imposed to avoid deformations in the third dimension. To match the different C l constraints without excessively distorting the wing section and offer more realistic designs, the optimizer is also given control of the angle of attack α. 
The introduction of morphing capabilities adds two geometric variables to the problem, namely the two deflection angles β LE and β T E . To model these deflections, two child FFD frames are attached to the main frame and are allowed to rotate around a fixed virtual hinge, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 5(a) . For both airfoil and wing, the virtual hinge locations are fixed to 10% and 75% of the chord for leading and trailing edge respectively. The rigid rotation of these sub-grids drive the deflections, while local shape perturbation and wing twist remain under control of the main frame variables. The distribution of control points around the virtual hinge is arranged so to limit the propagation of shape deformations along the airfoil surface [87] , as highlighted in Fig. 5(b) . β LE and β T E vary independently for each flight condition, thereby defining an ideal case to run the different flight condition cases in parallel on the computer and cutting down the overall optimization time. For wing optimization cases, we extend the airfoil parametrization case to multiple, independent spanwise stations. We add an additional global variable for twist to each of these stations, excluded the root section, allowing a rigid rotation of the local control points around a virtual hinge located at 25% of the chord. An snapshot of the complete parametrization grid around the baseline wing is exemplified in Fig. 6(a) , while Fig. 6(b) shows an example of twist and morphing deformation of the initial geometry.
Optimization Problem Formulation
The objective of this work is to minimize the drag of airfoils and wings for supersonic regime while taking into account the performance at lower speed flight. Multiple problems are investigated to gain better insight on the design space characteristics and the influence of different physical and numerical parameters on the final results.
Every flight condition is defined by a specific Mach number, altitude (Reynolds number and temperature are calculated according to ISO standard atmosphere), and a fixed lift coefficient. We use both literature [7, 88] , historical data [89] and predicted performance of Aerion AS2 [12] to establish a realistic flight envelope for a SBBJ. As reported in Tab. 3, we identify four different flight conditions: a supersonic flight regime at high altitude (M=1.45), a hightransonic (M=1.15, theoretically suitable for "boomless cruise") and "conventional" transonic (M=0.95) regimes, and finally a subsonic case for holding and descent (M=0.44 at 14000 ft, to observe FAA regulations on holding speed and altitude). Lift coefficients are estimated from Aerion AS2 predicted MTOW and wing area, considering a full fuel load for cruise cases and an approximately 15% fuel reserve for low-speed holding. For an ideal flight path from Paris-"Charles de Gaulle" to New York-"JFK" we estimate an 85% of the route at unrestricted speed, 10% overland (thus at M 1.15) and 5% at subsonic speed. The optimization problem is summarized in Tab. 3.
Objective: minimize C d
Boundary conditions
Case name Mach Trim requirements are indirectly enforced in the form of a minimum C mz (pitching moment coefficient) value. For airfoil cases, we refer to ADODG case 2 [90] minimum value, while for planar wings we impose the pitching down attitude to not increase over the initial values. Moreover, to roughly ensure structural feasibility of the wing without embedding a structural model in the analysis, we limit the bending moment maximum values to not exceed baseline wing values as well.
Also aiming at structural feasibility, we impose both volume and thickness constraints. The reference biconvex airfoil and wing section presented in the previous section provide the minimum cross-sectional area and internal volume values for 2D and 3D optimization cases respectively. Minimum thickness constraint are set to be in the order of magnitude of 1 mm from 10% to 90% of the chord and 0.1 mm closer to the edges. This is to increase optimization robustness and prevent the optimizer from crossing the upper and lower surfaces (as discussed in [91] ), but at the same time allow the tool to design sharp leading and trailing edges, as we expect for typical supersonic airfoils.
The objective function for multipoint cases is defined as the weighted drag average for single flight conditions, using the same strategy already applied in [92, 93] . We consider an optimization run converged when the residual of first order optimality conditions drops below a tolerance of 10 −6 .
V. Results
The results of our study for both 2D and 3D cases are discussed in this section. We initially optimize an airfoil for supersonic regime at both lifting and non-lifting conditions. The influence of both Mach, C l and FFD control point distribution is investigated. Following that, the problem is extended to simultaneously take into account multiple flight conditions, using the multipoint strategy discussed in Sec. 4. We compare the optimal "clean" designs, obtained with local shape deformation alone, with the configurations that allow gap-less leading and trailing edges deflection. Relative weight influence of the different flight conditions is briefly discussed as we optimize the airfoil for an ideal transatlantic route. The focus is then shifted to full-wing optimization, starting from a planar, tapered planform with a biconvex wing section. We first investigate the effect of the sole twist variables to assess their influence on overall drag and identify a suitable control points distribution for the following optimization cases. Single-point shape and twist optimization results are thus illustrated and benchmarked with twist-only case. Finally, a multi-point, morphing optimization case is presented and the performance of such configuration is compared to the optimal supersonic wing.
2D non-lifting minimum drag shape
To initially assess optimization routine accuracy we run a simplified case, the drag minimization of a non-lifting airfoil in supersonic flow (Fig. 7) , and we compare the final shape with the 2D Sears-Haack body as theoretical minimumdrag shape. Airfoil cross-sectional area is fixed (1% tolerance), while no thickness constraints are enforced. We use two different control point sets with 12 and 16 points respectively as we enforce symmetry between upper and lower surfaces, so to avoid inconsistent shape modifications induced by machine-level numerical errors on C l prediction. Figure 7 . Comparison between optimal shape for non-lifting viscous optimization and theoretical minimum drag 2D section, derived from Sears-Haack body. We highlight both the discrepancy from analytical reference due to non-linear effects (a) and the influence of shape parametrization at the leading edge on the final layout (b).
We observe a mismatch in maximum thickness position along the longitudinal axis, being it shifted rearward with respect to theoretical optimum. This result is in accordance with the work made by Palaniappan and Jameson [94] on nonlinear inviscid supersonic optimization for minimum shape drag. As discussed by the just mentioned authors, the difference from theoretical optimum is explained by the presence of a shockwave on the leading edge that is not predicted by the analytical model.
The optimizer minimizes shockwave intensity by reducing the slope in the airfoil fore part, as illustrated in Fig. 8 . The optimal shape shows a drag reduction of 10.6% and 11.5% for 12-DV and 16-DV cases respectively. The more refined parametrization guarantees an additional drag reduction thanks to a further reduction in nose radius minimization and, concurrently, a more limited chordwise propagation of the local deformation at the leading edge (Fig. 7(b) ). Although part of the overall drag reduction is given by a small reduction in cross-sectional area, we consider the reduction in leading edge radius and thickness in the airfoil foremost part as main factors that improve airfoil performance. 
2D single-point supersonic optimization
After having assessed the optimizer accuracy for a supersonic, non-lifting case, we extend our investigation to the influence of C l constraint and freestream Mach on the optimized layout. 3) and the target lift coefficient is varied from 0 to 0.5 with 0.1 steps. Thickness distribution for different layouts is identical, with a slight shift in the maximum thickness position between 52-53% of the chord -the same value obtained for non-lifting case. On the other hand, airfoil camber becomes noticeably more pronounced as C l increases, with a shift in maximum height position from 65% to 54% of the chord and the appearance of a "bump" between 15% and 40% of the chord. The optimizer appears thus to deal with the increasing C l by diverging from theoretical symmetrical shape and reducing the final angle of attack if compared to theoretical results, as shown in Tab. 4.
In Fig. 9 (b) conversely we keep the same constant target C l and vary inflow speed for M=1.1-1.6 range with 0.1 steps. In this case, we observe a maximum thickness position shift with increasing freestream Mach, from 55% to 52% of the chord, and at the same time a change in camber of the airfoil foremost section as speed decreases, almost matching the values obtained for C l =0.5 at M=1. 45 . In this case however, such modification is justified by the minimization of subsonic flow regions close to the front lower surface, thus reducing wave drag. This brief analysis show how, although shape shows small discrepancy from analytical results, the use of an highfidelity tool improves the performance of a well-known and theoretically-investigated shape such as the 2D minimumdrag section. Table 4 . Angle of attack variation for optimal layouts with varying design C l , and comparison with linearized supersonic theory prediction. Analytical results become less accurate with higher α, as expected from model assumptions.
Having obtained insight on the physical factors that affect supersonic airfoil optimization, we then shift the focus on shape parametrization impact on the minimum-drag layout. As discussed in Sec. 4, we want to ensure that the initial airfoil choice, although relevant for flow solver performance and computational time, has a minimum impact on the final shape. We thus compare a set of FFD grids with different design variables number, from 12 to 20 stations (each station includes the two control points for upper and lower surface respectively), with both a uniform and cosine spanwise distribution. Results in terms of final drag discrepancy and computational time for two reference geometries, the biconvex NACA2S- (40) It turns out that the 16-cosine distribution offers the best accuracy with a relatively small computational time penalty, if compared to FFD grids with a higher number of control points. It is also relevant to highlight how starting the optimization from a shape very distant from the optimal layout leads to a faster, even though slightly less accurate, optimization case.
We ultimately prove the accuracy of our selected 16-cosine parametrization scheme by performing two additional optimization runs starting from different airfoils, the RAE2822 and NACA66-206 sections. Shape, pressure distribution and drag coefficient, shown respectively in Fig. 11(a), Fig. 11(b) and Tab. 5, highlight an excellent match between the different cases. Final results differ by a maximum of 0.06 drag counts (0.025%) and minimum discrepancy (up to 0.8
• ) in the optimal angle of attack due to mesh distortion. This comparison further support the assumption of unimodality for the supersonic optimization problem.
- (40) Table 5 . Results for single-point, supersonic optimization starting from different initial airfoils reported in Fig. 11 . Fig. 11(b) highlights how, for single-point supersonic optimization, the framework ultimately tends to linearize the C p distribution, as expected from linear theory. This indicates that the flow is uniformly accelerated around the airfoil upper and lower surfaces, thus minimizing wave drag.
2D multi-point optimization
After we thoroughly investigate the features of 2D supersonic optimization, we move on to multipoint airfoil optimization so to minimize the drag penalty of a high-speed airfoil when used at both transonic and subsonic speeds.
As first test case, we chose to simultaneously optimize a baseline wing section for supersonic, transonic and subsonic reference conditions while enforcing the same relative weight on the objective function. Although this problem formulation is hardly applicable on a real engineering design problem, it is an extreme test case useful to prove optimization robustness, highlight the features required to minimize the drag for the single design cases and ultimately extremize the benefits of the airfoil morphing capabilities. In Fig. 12 we compare the results of this "equalweights" optimization problem both without and with the addition of edges deflection variables. The selected baseline shape is a NACA 66-206 section. When leading and trailing edge deflection is not allowed, as expected, the optimizer converges to a shape that is characterized by a strong trade-off between typical features of supersonic and subsonic airfoils. The optimal layout features a thick and rounded leading edge. This is due the necessity to match subsonic lift constraint while minimizing boundary layer separation, which would most likely occur on a sharp-edged airfoil. Camber curvature is higher in proximity of the edges. If, on the one hand, the leading edge shape is associated again to subsonic drag reduction, on the other hand the trailing edge shows a kink and pitching-down tail of typical supercritical transonic airfoils. Thickness distribution, except for the bigger nose section, is conversely comparable to the typical parabolic distribution for efficient supersonic shape we discussed earlier.
The performance trade-off is reported in Tab. 6. Although drag reduction varies from a minimum of 0.2%, for subsonic speed, up to 57.2% for transonic regime (cross-sectional area reduction from the initial NACA66-206 geometry is certainly contributing to this), supersonic performance is more than 77 drag counts (32%) higher than single-point optimization results.
C d
Supersonic The introduction of morphing capabilities, which advantages are underlined by both Fig. 12 and Tab. 6, apparently allows to relax the trade-off between different design conditions by decoupling the main optimization problem into three, almost-independent, drag minimization problems. Supersonic performance benefits the most from the edges deflection, with final C d only 1% higher than pure supersonic optimization results. We consider this improvement to be given by the reduction of leading edge radius, thus virtually eliminating the bow-shock in front of the airfoil. At the same time, thanks to the deflection of both leading and trailing edges (15.4
• and -5.7
• respectively), subsonic drag is reduced by 9.7% with respect to the clean-airfoil results. Surface curvature increase at the virtual hinges location, together with the reduction of local angle of attack at the leading edge, minimize the disadvantages of using a sharp airfoil at low speeds. As for the transonic case, we observe, despite the different layout, a difference of just one drag count between the clean and the morphing case. This suggests that at this specific flight regime, leading edge radius has a minor influence on performance. Once again, camber distribution, with the kink at the rear virtual hinge, can be associated with typical supercritical airfoils, although local curvature is smaller than the previous case.
Given the insight provided by this first multipoint optimization example, we then assess the potential of our optimization strategy when applied to a more realistic optimization problem. Data in Tab. 7 and Fig. 13 refer to a drag minimization case where flight conditions relative weight on objective function is related to an ideal Paris-New York route with high-transonic (M=1.15) overland segment, as presented in Sec. 4. We additionally verify the unimodality of the problem by showing how two different initial airfoils, NACA2S-(40)(1.5)-(40)(1.5) and NACA66-206 converge with minimal discrepancy (max ∆C d =0.54%) to the same results. We consider the relative mismatch between angle of attack and edges deflection respectively as a result of different FFD grid distortion when starting from different geometries. These α and β discrepancies compensate each other to eventually return identical pressure distributions, as shown in Fig. 13 .
2.23%/16.54% Table 7 . Result relative discrepancy for multi-point optimization, starting from NACA2S- (40) Shape and pressure distribution for single cases are compared in Fig. 13 . As expected, clean optimum is much closer to a typical supersonic shape, as the relative weight of this flight segment is increased up to 85%. However, some of the features discussed for previous case are still present. In particular, clean shape in Fig. 13 (a) appears to have a positive camber if compared to the quasi-symmetrical, morphing airfoil in Fig. 13(b) ; it moreover presents the twisteddown trailing edge already observed in Fig. 12 . Morphing-shape optimum has once again a superior performance at all the different flight conditions, with supersonic drag matching with good approximation single-point optimization values, as summarized in Tab. 8. Highest performance improvement, 86.9% drag reduction, is obtained at subsonic regime, where clean, sharp-edged optimum has a much higher drag penalty. Table 8 . Performance comparison between clean and morphing airfoil optimization along the reference CGD-JFK route, for cases reported in Fig. 13 . Reference initial drag refers to NACA2S-(40)(1.5)-(40)(1.5).
As last 2D case study, we compare the clean shape, multi-point optimal airfoils considering high-transonic and transonic flight regime for the 10% overland flight segment respectively. Despite such a small relative weight in the optimization case, final layouts show a slight but noticeable difference in shape, as reported in Fig. 14 . While upper surfaces are overlapping, the forward shift in maximum thickness position and the rearward shift of maximum camber location lead to a different lower surface curvature. For the "conventional" (M overland flight =0.95) optimization case, the algorithm tends to minimize the supercritical flow regions over the pressure side, minimizing the wave drag. The higher freestream speed for the "boomless" (M overland flight =1.15) case implies a different optimal pressure distribution and consequently a higher curvature in the rearmost part of the lower surface. The above-mentioned shape discrepancies lead to quantifiable drag benefits, as highlighted in Tab. 9. We observe a better performance of the "Boomless" optimal wing at supersonic and high-transonic regime, as the 95% of the objective function is related to flight regimes with M 1. However, this layout has a higher drag at lower speed, with a net drag increase of 5.5% at transonic (M=0.95) regime. Thus, our high-fidelity optimization tool demonstrates the capability to capture the complex phenomena of transonic and supersonic flows and maximize the performance with minor but essential shape adjustments. Table 9 . Results comparison for airfoils reported in Fig. 14 . Optimization for CDG-JFK route, considering transonic (conventional) and high-transonic (boomless) overland cruise speed respectively. Case names refer to Tab. 3. Results highlighted in gray refer to flight conditions outside the specific optimization case. Drag coefficient is provided in drag counts (C d x10 4 ).
The performance of clean-shape optimized layouts is compared in Fig. 15 , where we report the lift/drag polars at the different design flight conditions. Single-point optimized and both "conventional" and "boomless" multi-point, optimized shapes show comparable lift/drag profiles at supersonic regime, Fig. 15(a) . The airfoil optimized with equal relative weights for different flight regimes, shown in Fig. 12 , is tagged on the legend as MP, "equal-weights" optimum. Its high-speed drag penalty, if compared to other optimized airfoils, is up to 34% at low angles of attack and tends to decrease as α increases, Fig. 15(a) . The sharp leading-edge radius benefits are more relevant at low angles of attack. At M=1.15, Fig. 15(b) , the performance discrepancy is minimal at low-lift conditions, with the "conventional" and "boomless" optimized shapes showing lower drag between C l =0.2-0.4, in proximity of their design lift. The thick-nosed airfoil disadvantage is again minimized at high-lift conditions. In this case, other sharp-edged shapes are more likely affected by early boundary-layer separation issues due to interactions shocks interactions. At transonic and especially subsonic regime, the "equal-weights" optimized airfoil has a higher lift efficiency, as expected from optimization problem formulation. The other multi-point optimized shapes show a smaller but still consistent advantage with respect to both baseline and single-point optimized airfoil, with a maximum increase in C l of 30% with the same C d at α=1.5
• . The plots in Fig. 15 confirm the expected performance for the optimal airfoils we designed. The effectiveness of multi-point optimization strategies to capture non-intuitive design trade-offs for such unconventional optimization problems is thus further proven. The insights provided by high-fidelity optimization, of which we have hereby discussed a selection of cases, offer an unmatched advantage with respect to low-fidelity strategies in terms of design accuracy and information availability for the designer. RANS-based, CFD analysis is necessary to capture the nonlinear fluid dynamics phenomena at both supersonic, transonic and subsonic regimes.
3D single-point optimization
Following the investigation on 2D shape optimization, we shift our focus to full-wing drag minimization problem. As done for the airfoil, we first investigate the performance improvements obtainable for supersonic regime-only and then extend the problem to transonic and subsonic regime.
We start from a simple planar wing designed along the lines of the Aerion AS2. We choose a biconvex wing section as reference, fixing the wing internal volume during the optimization routine and imposing the same minimum thickness constraints of the 2D case to prevent upper and lower surface to cross each other and thus avoid unfeasible layouts. As first design case, we perform a single-point supersonic optimization with solely twist design variables, in addition to the angle of attack. This gives the opportunity to investigate the new design variables effect and identify the best control points distribution for our design problem.
The reference wing presents a lift distribution close to elliptical, given by the spanwise chord distribution of the trapezoid planform. Despite it being the ideal force distribution for minimum induced drag, the final layout presents an unexpected lift trend that diverges from baseline. Fig. 16(a) shows that, regardless of the selected parametrization, the optimizer increases the sectional lift close to the root section and then non-linearly decreases it along the outboard direction. Local lift values flatten in proximity of the wing tip: this behaviour, less evident on the baseline wing, is explained by the flow vorticity at the straight, large tip. A possible explanation for such unconventional lift distribution could be traced back to non-linear viscosity and compressibility effects that affect the 3-dimensional flow over the wing. Figure 16 . Lift and twist profiles for twist-only, supersonic optimization of a planar wing, using 3,5, and 7 twist design variables respectively. Twist sections are linearly spaced along the span. Fig. 16(b) provides insights on the final wing shape. In first place, we note how the general trend is to linearly decrease the twist on the 30% innermost wing section and, conversely, to pitch up the wing at the very tip. This, coupled with an increase in the angle of attack, allows to match the C L constraint while minimizing the local α in the wing central section, with benefits on wave and lift-induced drag. It is also evident how an increase in uniformlyspaced twist variables reduces the wing profile smoothness, introducing an unwanted twist oscillation between 50% and 85% of the wing span. Given this concern and the minimal advantages in terms of drag when using a higher number of twist variables (Tab. 10), we opt to use 3 spanwise twist sections for the following optimization studies. 193.66 -6.5% Table 10 . Results for twist-only optimization of a planar wing for supersonic regime. Twist sections are linearly spaced along the span. Pitching moment constraint is active for this design problem.
We have observed that, if unconstrained, the optimizer would increase the pitching down attitude with detrimental effects on trim drag looking at the overall aircraft design. For this reason, the imposed pitching moment constraint is essential for this optimization case, so to provide a feasible final layout. As reported in Tab. 10, despite these constraints the optimal layout shows a 6% drag decrease thanks to the sole manipulation of three twist variables.
We then increase the design case complexity by including local shape variables in the problem, with results highlighted in Fig. 17 . Compared to the twist-only case, lift distribution shows a similar non-linear trend, with higher sectional lift between 15% and 60% of the span and, conversely, lower lift close to the root and the tip. Twist distribution has a parabolic trend, with a minimum of 5
• close to the 50% of the wing span. Fig. 17 (b) provides better insight on how the optimizer minimizes the overall drag. The algorithm accepts a higher drag penalty at the tip and especially root section, where the combination of local twist and angle of attack is likely to increase the drag due to shock-waves. At the same time, the central, twisted-down section of the wing presents a local drag reduction with respect to both baseline and twist-optimized wing.
The performance of the this central wing section outscores the drag increase at root and tip spanwise and ultimately lead to a more efficient wing. The benefits of simultaneous manipulation of shape and twist are evident from results in Tab. 11. Compared to the reference planar wing, our novel supersonic wing layout shows a 25% drag decrease. Such a high drag reduction, if compared to more conventional optimization studies, is definitely magnified by the sub-optimal performance of the simple wing geometry we chose as reference. Nevertheless, the optimal layout sets an upper limit in drag reduction for further full-configuration or aerostructural studies. Possible concerns are given by the reduced optimized wing off-design performance, addressed later in this section, and design feasibility in terms of structure and manufacturing. Although the optimal wing lift distribution reduces the bending moment at the root, the structural feasibility of such a twisted wing needs to be addressed by further investigations. However, the constraints we impose demonstrated their effectiveness and marginal effect on computational cost. If necessary, our robust and flexible optimization tool can be efficiently used to investigate more tightly constrained design problems. Table 11 . Results comparison between twist-only optimization and twist-and-shape single point, supersonic wing optimization case. As for previous case, pitching moment constraint is active. 
3D multi-point optimization
Finally, we present the last and most complex optimization problem of this study. We perform a multi-point wing optimization for supersonic, transonic and subsonic regime, including the morphing capabilities of which we highlighted the benefits for 2D optimization cases. Geometry constraints are the same we enforced for the single-point case; for lower-speed regimes, pitching and bending moment constraints lower and upper value respectively are set to match baseline wing values. The relative weights of flight conditions in the optimization refer to the previously discussed CDG-JFK route, with "conventional" overland transonic flight.
Lift, drag and twist distribution for multi-point optimized wing are compared to single-point supersonic dragminimization results in Fig. 18 . For supersonic regime, lift and drag distributions of the two optimization cases have comparable trend: however, morphing optimum show a 5% force increase at the inboard section and an average 14% decrease at the tip. As for twist, which is fixed for the different design cases (the vertical displacement in Fig. 18 bottom plot is given by edges deflection), it appears to be more negative by 0.5-0.8% in the wing outboard half. At lower speed regimes, the optimizer maintains the lift distribution close to the elliptical reference, with the exception of the already mentioned tip vortex influence on the outermost 10% of the span. Drag, following a similar pattern to the one observed for single-point optimization, is higher at the wing root and the tip, with the tip vortex having an influence on the outboard wing area at subsonic and especially transonic regime. The drag distribution observed at transonic speed is highly non-linear, with a 4.4-times higher than reference drag at root-section compensated by a drag reduction in the central section. The performance of this particular configuration, characterized by the combination of high local downward twist and trailing edge downward deflection, needs further investigation and has to be evaluated into a broader optimization study. However, for the specific wing planform and cruise conditions we are investigating, the drag minimization at supersonic regime is outscored by the improvements at subsonic and transonic speed when morphing capabilities are enabled, as reported in Tab. 12. This, considering the biconvex wing section we selected for the baseline airfoil, is in line with NACA2S-(40)(1.5)-(40)(1.5) 2D morphing optimization cases we discussed earlier in this section. Table 12 . Drag, angle of attack and edge deflection for multi-point wing optimization with morphing capabilities.
The advantages that come from using morphing edges are further illustrated in Fig. 19 . At supersonic regime, single-point and multi-point optimized wing lift vs. drag polar are well-matching. At transonic regime however, Fig. 19(b) , the morphing design shows drag advantage up to 70% at C L =0.17. Such an efficiency increase confirms the expectations for this study, as we aim to minimize the drag penalty of a supersonic aircraft when flying at lower design speeds. At subsonic regime, the high edge deflection (see Tab. 12) provides an odd C L /C D curve. However, wing clearly benefits from edges deflection at positive lift conditions. We observe that the negative twist and edges deflection of both wing design induces a negative C L at low angles of attack. Such issue could be however overcome by assuming a positive wing mounting angle on the fuselage. This would further ensure that design lift is achieved at a smaller angle of attack (considering the fuselage system of reference) with respect to the wing-only values, minimizing lift-induced fuselage drag. In last instance, we restate that β LE and β T E have been kept constant during the α sweep report in Fig. 19 . Allowing the edges to adapt to specific angles of attack by performing an optimization sub-routine could bring further benefits to wing performance. 
VI. Conclusions
In this paper we present a selection of aerodynamic shape optimization studies for supersonic aircraft, considering both supersonic, transonic and subsonic conditions. The overview on historical background highlights a gap in literature on state-of-the-art gradient-based, high-fidelity optimization on this design case. We use MACH framework to minimize the drag of airfoil and wings at a range of high and low speed flight conditions, while subject to lift, pitching and bending moment, and geometry constraints.
Concerning airfoil optimization, we investigate the influence of both control points distribution, freestream conditions, and design lift coefficient on the final shape for supersonic optimization. We improve the performance of a typical biconvex airfoil by 5.5%, enforcing both geometry, lift and pitching moment constraints. We then present a selection of multi-point optimization studies aimed at minimizing the drag penalty at lower speeds without compromising supersonic performance. We are able to improve the same reference airfoil performance at supersonic, transonic, and subsonic speed by 5.1%, 6.7% and 86.9% respectively. We demonstrate how deflecting edges allow to relax the trade-offs between different flight conditions, with higher benefits at all flight regimes. Results moreover support the unimodality hypothesis for this optimization problem.
Shifting the focus on full-wing optimization, we take as reference a planar, trapezoid-planform wing and investigate how twist and shape modifications affect drag at supersonic regime. The solely twist manipulation allows a drag reduction by 6%, which raises to 25% when shape variables are included. Lift distribution follows an unconventional, non-elliptical trend that, for this specific case, is beneficial to wave and lift-induced drag reduction. Finally, we perform a multi-point shape optimization on the same wing, including leading and trailing edge deflections among the design variables. We show how supersonic performance matches with good approximation the results for single-point cases, while the C D for subsonic and supersonic speed is reduced by 74.3% and 71.2% respectively. Our morphing wing matches or outperforms the reference and optimal supersonic wing at design flight conditions over a α=0
• -12
The case studies hereby illustrated mark a significant step forward in terms of accuracy and manipulation capabilities of the optimization framework, with respect to what has been made publicly available in recent years. The results we discuss provide a qualitative and quantitative insight on the numerical and physical factors that affect the optimization routine. Ultimately, the outcome of our work supports the necessity to use high-fidelity, RANS-based frameworks to perform supersonic and subsonic multi-point optimization, so efficiently capture trade-offs for different flight regimes while taking into account non-linear effects due viscosity and compressibility.
